
     
 

Eagle Creek Introduces New Fast Inflate and Exhale Pillows  
 

Real life comfort, convenience and rest in small-sized, travel-friendly packages. 
 
San Diego, Ca. (July 29, 2015) – Eagle Creek has ramped up the innovation machine to elevate 
comfort standards. Never one to under estimate the need for maximum versatility and maximum 
comfort when traveling, Eagle Creek is leveraging a new, patented inflation technology to deliver 
travel comfort that packs down super compact but functions full size, getting travelers to their 
happy place. Introducing two new collections of travel pillows designed to meet the needs of any 
sleepy traveler. 
 
Eagle Creek introduces the new Fast Inflate Pillow with Windcatcher® Rapid Inflation technology 
that enables it to be fully inflated in just two or three quick breaths. It packs down to about the 
size of a Red Bull can, or flat as a pancake, with a small stuff sac to keep it nice and neat inside 
your in-flight bag or backpack.  
 
When inflated, they’re sized like your pillow at home, and built for comfort and ease of use, the 
Fast Inflate Pillows are ideal for any application where space and comfort are concerns. Both 
medium and large sizes pack down to nothing and are super easy to use with lips-free inflation, 
fast deflation and incremental adjustability for the ultimate in travel comfort and convenience.  
 
Eagle Creek’s new lightweight, stowable Exhale travel pillow collection includes multiple 
shapes for maximum comfort in flight or anywhere in transit. Easily collapsible, incrementally 
inflatable and able to pack down super small like a soda can, the new Exhale Pillows feature a 
removable, washable micro-fleece sleeve and are ergonomically designed to best suit your sleep 
or support style. 
 
Whether or not your only chance to sleep is on a plane, comfort is key. And what’s more, 
carrying pillows when not in use has also been addressed in these small packages for streamlined 
travel no matter if you’re going around the world or down the highway. Pack it down and put it 
away in a pocket or in-flight bag and it’s there when you need it. 
 
Fast Inflate Pillows are available in two sizes, Medium and Large. 
Exhale Pillows are available in three shapes, including U-shaped, Lumbar and Rectangle.  
 
The new Eagle Creek Fast Inflate and Exhale Pillows are available at retail 1/1/16. 
 
Travel Comfort highlights include: 
 
Fast Inflate Pillow 
The Next Big Thing in travel comfort packs down to the smallest size. 
 
Fast Inflate Pillow Medium (EC 041331) MSRP $44.95 
Weight: 5.1 oz; Size: 19 x14 x 5 in 
Fast Inflate Pillow Large (EC 041332) MSRP $49.95 
Weight: 6.5 oz; Size: 21 x 17 x 5 in 
 
Features: 



• Ultra-light full-sized pillow packs down into small stuff sack for compact storage 
• Patented Windcatcher® rapid inflation technology for quick inflation with just a couple of 

breaths   
• No-contact, wide inflation opening with secure roll top snap closure  
• Air-release valve function deflates pillow in seconds  
• Ultra-soft fleece fabric feels velvety against skin 
• Hand washable 

 
Exhale Pillows 
Classic designs with style updates, lighter weights and smaller packed sizes to suit any traveler. 
 
Exhale Neck Pillow (EC 041328) MSRP $27.95 
Weight: 2.6 oz; Size: 13 x 12 x 4.25 in 
Exhale Lumbar Pillow (EC 041329) MSRP $29.95 
Weight: 2.9 oz; Size: 17.5 x 10 x 4.25 in 
Exhale Ergo Pillow (EC 041330) MSRP $29.95 
Weight: 3.6 oz; Size: 15.5 x 11.5 x 5.25 in 
 
Features: 

• Removable washable ultra-soft fleece cover, with cool polyester underside 
• Ergonomic shape provides custom support to lower back valve allows for easy inflation 

and custom support  
• Inflates and deflates in seconds  
• Lightweight pillow packs down super small into stuff sack  
• Removable cover is hand washable 
• Neck: Front clip secures pillow in position around your neck, and provides ���quick 

attachment to luggage when on the go  
• Lumbar: Ergonomic shape provides custom support to lower back 
• Ergo: Back slip panel secures pillow around luggage handle or easy ���transport on the go  

ABOUT EAGLE CREEK 
Eagle Creek is a leading travel outfitter, providing smart, innovative and durable luggage, travel 
bags, and accessories since 1975. Through the years they have fine-tuned the best way to design 
and build gear for diverse travel needs. With their end goal to enhance any travel experience, they 
offer a Travel System of products, which includes a wide selection of luggage, packing organizers, 
accessories, and day bags. Building smart and dependable gear, Eagle Creek backs all their 
products with industry-leading warranties so that travelers can stay focused on new discoveries 
knowing their gear is built for the road. For more information, visit eaglecreek.com 
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